1. Introduction* Let S n be the space of ^-square skew symmetric matrices over the field F of real numbers. Let E 2k (A) denote the sum of all 2&-square principal subdeterminants of A e S n (the elementary symmetric function of degree 2k of the eigenvalues of A). It is classical that if U is an ^-square real orthogonal matrix and A e S n then UAU' e S n and moreover for each k (1.1)
EJJJAU') = E M (A) .
The correspondence
for a fixed orthogonal U can then be regarded as a linear transformation on S n onto itself that holds E 2k (A) invariant. The question we consider here is the following: to what extent does the fact that (1.1) holds for some k characterize the map (1.2) . In other words, we obtain (Theorem 3) the complete structure of those linear maps T of S n into itself that for some k > 1 satisfy E 2k (T(A)) = E 2k {A) for each A e S n .
Our results are made to depend on the structure of linear maps of the second Grassmann product space /\ 2 U of a vector space U over F into itself.
K. Morita [2] examined the structure of those maps T of S n into itself that hold invariant the dominant singular value a(A) of each A e S n . We recall that a(A) is the largest eigenvalue of the non-negative Hermitian square root of A*A. Morita shows that if a(T(A)) = a(A) for each A e S n then T has essentially the form given in our Theorem 3. 2* Some definitions and preliminary results* Let U be a finite dimensional vector space of dimension n over F. Let G 2 , a n be a basis of U and define φ by
where E i5 is the ^-square matrix with 1 in position i, j and 0 elsewhere and extend ψ linearly to all of /\ 2 U. It is obvious that φ is an isomorphism since E υ -E Jt , 1 < i < j < n is a basis of S n . Let T be a linear map of A 2^ i n to itself and define S, a linear map of S n into itself, by
Let B be a linear map of U into itself. Then 
Proof. Suppose T = C 2 (B). Then for i <j
The implication in the other direction is similar. Let L 2r denote the set of rank 2r matrices in S n and let Ω 2r denote the set of vectors Σϊ=i
Proof. Let The implication in the other direction is a reversal of this argument.
We see then that a map T of A 2^ ί n^o itself is a second compound of some linear map of U into itself if and only if φTφ~λ is a congruence map of S n ; and T(Ω 2r ) c β 2r if and only if φTφ'\L 2r ) c L 2r .
3 E' sfc preservers. Let S be a linear map of S w into itself such that E 2k (S(A)) = S 2fc (A) for all A e S n , where A; is a fixed integer, k > 2. Then LEMMA 1. S ΐs non-singular.
Obtain a real orthogonal P such that
where 0 w _ 2r is an (n -2r)-square matrix of zeros and p(A) -rank A = 2r.
Here where E u is a 2-square matrix. Then
Hence the proof is complete. Proof. Suppose ρ(A) -2r and select a real orthogonal P such that ' has the form given in (3.2). Select B such that
where if n is even C doesn't appear and if n is odd C is a 1-square zero matrix. Now if k < r Proof. By Lemma 1, *S -1 exists and we check that At this point we invoke a theorem of Chow [1, pp. 38] . Let T" be the mapping of 2-dimensional subspaces of U into themselves induced by T; that is, let T" (ζx, y}) -ζu, v) whenever T(x Λ y) = u Λ v, (assuming of course that x and ?/ are linearly independent). Then T" is well defined and it follows from the above that it is a one-to-one onto adjacence preserving transformation: if two 2-dimensional subspaces of U intersect in a subspace of dimension 1 then their images under T" intersect in a subspace of dimension 1. Therefore V is induced either by a correlation or a collineation of the subspaces of U. If dim U > 5 T" is induced by a collineation. If dim U -4 and if T" is induced by a correlation then (TTΊ)" is induced by a collineation. Here T λ maps A 2î nto itself and satisfies
Proo/. Let p(ίc) be the polynomial E 2k (xA + B). Then if ρ{A) = 2 it is easy to check that degp(^) < 2 for all B e S n . Hence degΐ; 2& (^S(A) + S(B))< 2 for all B e S n . But S is non-singular by Lemma 1 and thus by Lemma 2, p(S(A)) -2. THEOREM 3. If E 21c (S(A)) = E 21c {A) for all A e S n , where k is a fixed integer satisfying 4 < 2k < n and n > 5 then there exists a real matrix P such that
{i, i, Z, m} = {1, 2, 3,4} and i <j,l <m . Now, assuming T" is induced by a collineation we show that (3.6) T = αC 2 (P) for some a e F and some linear transformation P: U-> U. The fundamental theorem of projective geometry states that there is a one-to-one semi-linear transformation Q: U-+ U such that (3.7)
T"«x, »» = <Qx, Qy> .
Let x ιt * ,x n be a basis of U and let Qx t -y t . Then
Then for s, A: , ^ distinct integers in 1, , n and K e F.
= {pL Λk y 9 + a tk y t ) A y k .
Hence a sk = a tk and thus a sk = α tfc = a kt -a n -a for any four distinct integers s, fc, r, ί. Hence
where P: ί7-> Z7 is a linear transformation with Px 3 -y t . Since {x t AXj 11 < i < j < n} is a basis of A 2 U, T = aC 2 (P). Now by Theorem 1,
S(A) -aPAP' for all AeS w
for n > 5 where P is an w-square non-singular matrix. If 2k = n then clearly <xPP' is unimodular. Hence assume 2k < n. We next show that We assert that any diagonal C%A-squa,τe matrix is a linear combination of matrices C 2k (A) for A e S n . For, let 1 < i lf < < i 2k < n. Let A e S n and consider the 2fc-square principal submatrix B of A where is non-singular but interchanging the 1, 2 and 2, 1 entries results in a singular matrix.
